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1. Introduction 
Welcome! You’re here to read about fashion/appearance? Great.  
 
So what makes this guide different? Well, it is made for (and by) nerds. And with nerd I don’t mean 
‘horrible-dressed’ but rather ‘like to read’. Read something other than the fashion powerhouses 
Glamour/Cosmopolitan/Elle/Vogue I mean. So if you are interest in a slightly more formal and 
structured write-up of fashion for men, read on! 
 
We will start with a couple of easy tips to get you started (although this article is not aimed at the 
‘horrible-dressed’ nerds, they are also welcome here). Later we will move on to the more advanced 
tips so you can keep growing for a while . 
 
Happy reading! 
 
 

2. Easy 
2.1 Be well groomed 

So much of your looks depend on how neat and tidy you appear (and how much you actually care 
about yourself).  So trim your nails, iron your dress/collared shirts properly, shave often and well 
(unless you aim for a beard) and don’t wear old worn-out clothes.  
 
If you have a lot of hair on your back or chest, shave it. Some girls love a lot of hair, but in my 
experience more girls hate a lot of hair. And in the end everyone seems to be fine with no/little hair. 
Get rid of the hair between your eyebrows, make sure you have no hairs protruding from your nose 
and shave your neck-hair (if you have any). Shortening the hair in your arm-pits is optional. 
 
Avoid smelling by use deodorant and sporadically using chewing gum. If needed use a tongue 
cleaner and mouthwash. All girls I talked to, like perfume, so get a not-cheap and not too sweet 
perfume. Don’t fuzz too much about which one to get, just go to a store and try at most 3 (you won’t 
smell the difference after the 3rd). Perfume seems expensive, but it actually lasts a long time and if 
you buy it online it is much cheaper (-60% vs non-discount price at the store for me). 
 
Finally avoiding sweat stains is important. A basic solution is to try a stronger deodorant, but 
apparently some people start sweating more due to the chemicals so you might also try a weaker 
deodorant. Wearing two layers (t-shirt + dress shirt for example) is an effective way to avoid 
showing sweat stains. Generally wearing white or black natural fibers will show sweat stains the 
least whereas blue and grey synthetic shirts will show them the most.  
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2.2 Don’t dress as a clown 
Avoid wearing too many colors and attention grabbing pieces. To people attuned to fashion (30% of 
guys, 90% of girls) this feels like someone yelling at the top of their lungs in the library. A good rule 
of thumb is to use at least 2 and at most 3 different colors in your while outfit (watch doesn’t count). 
Use at least 1 black/grey /white/blue(jeans only) in your outfit and use at most 1 attention grabbing 
color (bright orange, cyan etc.). Finally make sure there is a little contrast between colors which are 
next to eachother, if you make a greyscale picture, different pieces of clothing should still look a little 
different. 
 
In order to get your basics together buy a 5 pack of basic white v-neck t-shirts, basic full black socks 
and no-show socks for when you are wearing shorts.  
 
Finally avoid matching non-standard colors in your outfit (so no orange shoes with orange shirt). You 
might end up looking try-hard. 
 
2.3 Avoid a couple of basic faux pas 
For some reason there are a couple of things, for which society has decided that these are not 
acceptable. Here a quick list of what not to do. 
 

 No socks in sandals or flip-flops. 

 Pants should have no more than 4 pockets (i.e. no pockets on the side). 

 Don’t wear a full training suit unless you’re doing sports. 

 Don’t wear Adidas slippers. 

 Don’t do math jokes or other geeky shirts (for some reason Harry Potter shirts are fine at the 
moment). 

 Avoid prints in general (for now… they can work, but are hard to get right)  

 Don’t pull your pants up too high (but too low is also possible, if your underwear is visible 
above your pants, your pants are definitely too low). 

 Don’t wear sports sunglasses (type this into google if you don’t know what these are) 

 Avoid non-standard belts. Avoid the ram-head buckle,  the alligator leather or other weird 
things. For some reason just an ordinary (clean) black leather belt with a normal buckle and 
an ordinary (semi-rough looking) brown with a normal buckle work best. 

 Avoid comfortable (looking) shoes. Walking boots are a definite no-no, but  the sad reality is 
that you’ll look better if you do not care about the comfort of your shoes anyway. Good 
news is that you won’t really notice past the first day anyway. 

 Avoid overbranding. Don’t wear clothing with visible/large brand names. Shoes 
(Adidas/Nike) excluded. 

 
2.4 Get advice from a good hairdresser. 
You’ll be wearing your hair about as much as any ordinary garment if not more. It is worth spending 
the extra 10 USD/euro on. So find a good hairdresser, they know a lot about hair .  
 
Dress well so they know what to match your hair with, and let them suggest a haircut. Hairdresser 
tend to a bit risk averse when cutting your hair so if you want the best haircut, tell them you will not 
get angry, no matter what. Also don’t forget to ask them what hairstyling products to use and how 
to style your hair in the end (and go buy them online). If you’re interested in a beard (or something 
like this) ask them as well.  
 
2.5 Feel comfortable but experiment.   

When asked for fashion tips many girls responded that “men should feel comfortable in what they 
are wearing”. To me this seemed impossible to combine with wearing something new but we figured 
out a couple of tricks. 
 
Most important is to take care of your clothes and grooming even when nothing special is going on. 
This will make you more comfortable when something special is going on. If you wear perfume every 
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day it will become part of your identity. If you only wear perfume when meeting ‘that special girl’ 
you will probably feel uncomfortable wearing perfume. So take’ no care’ when home alone, take 
basic care when meeting with friends and take serious care when meeting any new people. 
 
Furthermore some girl books even recommended wearing your newest clothes at home for a couple 
of days (where nobody will see them) to get used to them.  On the other hand I think some 
discomfort always comes with trying new things and accepting this is the only way. 
 
2.6 Copy, steal and cheat. 

Everyone does it. And it makes life simple. Easiest is to just go to a store, look at the complete outfits 
they have on photo’s or the mannequins and buy all of it. Many people also copy from celebrities, 
but you might want to make it a little simpler (unless you are a celebrity as well). Finally, when you 
are going to a certain place, find the person who you think is dressed best and imitate him/her 
(you’ll immediately fit the style of that place). 
 
Also, if you see many people wear a particular type of item you can be sure that many people like it. 
Buy something which is as similar as possible to avoid the risk of committing a certain faux pas. This 
trick is usually easiest with shoes. The only people who will dislike you for using this trick are the 1% 
really fashionable people (but hey, you probably didn’t care about those anyway). 
 
Oh, and a bonus tip which doesn’t really fit here but had to go somewhere. When dressing for 
partying at night: the only visible color is white, everything else will seem grey. So I suggest white for 
the night. 

 
2.7 Sale 
Yes, the months June/July, December/January are much cheaper (and the prices will continue to go 
down once the sale has started, but there will fewer sizes available). So shopping in those months 
might be good. Or alternatively if you like a particular item in a store but think it is too expensive you 
can wait until the sale (and buy it online). This will easily save you 40%. 

 

3. Medium 
3.1 non-fashion ways to appear fashionable 

Sometime during my quest to understand fashion I decided I needed to look into women’s fashion in 
order to figure out the effect of personal preference. After looking at many outfits of women and 
making a selecting the outfits I liked best I found my personal preference: beautiful girls. It was a bit 
distressing at first for me to realize I wasn’t able to separate clothing from the person. I expect this 
to hold more general: a better looking person will often seem better dressed (wearing the same 
clothes). 
 
Luckily, although there are some aspects in looking good which are beyond your control (most 
notable: height), the most important are within our control. Three things which are mentioned by 
girls and which can be changed are: 
 
3.1.1 Muscle up 
You don’t have to go all Arnold Schwarzenegger, but being slightly more muscular will show off your 
clothing better. So join a sports club or hit the gym. You can do solo running, but this super boring 
and will not make you much more muscular where you need it for looks.  If you are lazy, get some 
weights and look online for exercises to strengthen 1. biceps, 2. shoulders 3. side of your back 
(latissimus dorsi) 4. chest, 5. abdomen. They are listed in order of importance (high to low) and 
importance is based on how visible the muscles will be when wearing clothing and not being skinny 
(hence abdomen is low). Of course, living healthy in general is a good idea (but we’re starting to get 
out of the scope of this document).  
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3.1.2 Posture up 
Good posture is a combination of four things:  

i. Standing straight (head back, chest out) and have your weight on both legs.  
ii. Have open body language. Imagining you have a death wish and want to make 

yourself as vulnerable to attacks with a knive as possible. So not covering up your 
vitals (your stomach/head) and showing your neck and wrists. 

iii. Moving little/slow. It usually doesn’t really matter how you stand/sit as long as you 
don’t change it every 2 sec  

iv. Smile  
The first can be practiced/tested by standing straight with your back against a wall and ensuring your 
head is at most 2 cm (1 inch) from the wall.  
 
3.1.3 Get a tan 
Don’t be really pale. Find a way to fit ‘outside’ into your routine and make it fun. Go read a book (or 
articles from my website ) while lying in the sun, listen to an audiobook/podcast while taking a 
walk or do an outdoor sport. 
 
3.2 Get the fit right 

If you don’t dress as a clown, avoid the basic faux-pas and you get properly fitting clothes you’ll 
already be better dressed than 90% of the (male) population. So how to get properly fitting clothes? 
 
A good baseline is that your clothes should be tight enough to show the shape of your body, but 
loose enough to: i. not stick to your skin, ii. hide the more undesirable parts of your body (i.e. a belly, 
a hollow back). Finally the clothes should not be pulled taut in any spot (if this shows up around, for 
example buttons or shoulders it is too tight).   
 
The baseline will get you started, but to really get a good fit you will need to adapt to the current 
fashion. Generally I considering adapting to the current fashion to be hard, but for ensuring a proper 
fit the number of options are limited. There are only so many lengths and widths in a pair of jeans. 
So just keep looking at the size of clothes (where are the stitches). 
 
Finally, a thing I noticed is that some clothes really shrink a lot after a washing. Although I’m still 
experimenting to find more exact numbers for different fabrics I did notice that clothes on average 
still shrink 5-10% even after a cold wash (in fact, a 94% cotton, 6% Elastane medium shirt became 
exactly the same size as a brand new ‘small’ shirt of the same design).  
 
3.3 Accessorize 
Although accessories can ruin your outfit, if done well they can lift your outfit from ordinary to 
something special. Although for every type of accessory their exist many full books I will limit this to 
some quick tips which can easily put you ahead of the crowd. 
 
3.3.1 Watch 
Unless you are rich buy a Seiko watch (+- €80-200) with a metallic band, few dials (to avoid that 
you’ll look too much nerd instead of fashionable) for which the outside diameter of the dial is about 
75 percent of  the width of your wrist. These go with nearly everything and are liked by non-fashion 
people, fashion people and watch enthusiasts. This is pretty rare as there are a lot of (conflicting) 
opinions on watches. So if you plan on researching a watch be prepared to put in enough time to 
look past your first guide. Alternatively if you don’t like the metallic band, buying a Seiko with a 
brown leather band is also a solid choice. And whatever you do, if you want to avoid antagonizing 
people who care about watches, always buy a watch from a brand which specializes in watches (so 
no Adidas/Tommy Hilfiger watches).  Finally, do not be afraid to match the texture and color of the 
band of your watch to your belt or shoes. 
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3.3.2 Sunglasses 
Definitely important. I even saw celebrities wear sunglasses indoors at the VMAs 2015 (when it was 
night outside!). Most popular sunglasses seem to be Ray-Ban Wayfarer and Ray-Ban Aviators so 
these are definitely solid choices. But I must admit I don’t know a lot about sunglasses other than:  i. 
the rules describing sunglasses are hard (I did try to figure them out for like 4 hours but didn’t really 
get far, partly because it is very specific to every type of face), ii. Ray Ban seem by far the most 
popular, iii. sunglasses seem fashion-prone iv. sunglasses get lost really easy so if your budget is 
limited it might be really worth it to buy something cheap. 
 
3.3.3 Bracelets (optional) 
Brown leather slim bracelet’s (of over €50/$60) are always a solid choice. Bracelets can improve your 
style but many people seem to dislike cheap bracelets. Alternatively bring any bracelet from a 
holiday destination and people will generally love it because of the story.  
  
3.3.4 Socks.  
Yes, most girls really like it when you wear funny socks. Non-standard colors are good but you can 
even use patterns. (when asked, one girl said she really enjoys it when a guy wears socks which say 
‘monday’, and the guy wears them on a Friday ). Just keep avoid looking juvenile and like a clown 
(make sure the rest of your outfit is more default color/serious). 
 
3.3.5 Bags 
Actually really important because this is the one accessory almost everyone will need to wear visibly. 
Unfortunately bags seem to be a bit fashion prone. A safe and fairly timeless choice which will fit 
most outfits is: a simple ‘eastpak’ in a basic color.  
 
3.4 Bring girls when shopping 

Girls usually love to come shopping with you and they can really really help you. When you are 
shopping with a girl make sure you use this opportunity to develop your own opinion. So avoid just 
standing in the dressing room while she keeps picking things. Look around, find pieces yourself and 
ask her opinion, it will also be much more fun that way. Girls do have different styles or strengths 
when it comes to shopping (some know how to find cheap clothes, some are really good with colors, 
some really know the latest trends, etc.) so if possible, invite different girls.  
 
3.5 Dress appropriate to your circumstances 

When it rains suddenly raincoats are cool. Even the most ugly raincoat will be at least as cool as 
some really fashionable non-raincoat item. Dressing according to circumstances is cool.  
 
Aside from weather there is this convention that in autumn you wear autumn colors, in summer…. 
This takes slightly more effort but if you’re interested this is easy to figure out (google). 
 
Aside from climate dressing, your clothing also really depends on where you go. The best outfit for 
street isn’t likely to be the best outfit for a funeral. So when assembling an outfit, ask yourself what 
type of gathering it is you’re going to (main question: How formal? second question: “how much is a 
unique style appreciated?”). 
 
Finally, if you are older make sure you dress appropriate to your age. So don’t dress all serious when 
you’re 15 and don’t dress juvenile when you’re 40. If you really want to look (for example) more 
serious when you are young, or more playful when you’re old then either: really know what you’re 
doing or take it easy (just a slight nod to serious). 
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4. Hard 
4.1 Develop your fashion sense 

When I go shopping with friends and ask them why they like or dislike a certain item the most 
common answer is: “I don’t know”. At first this surprised me, then I thought they just weren’t 
putting in the effort but now I realize it is due to something sneakier. When doing physics, 
mathematics or programming you have a small number of rules/assumptions and everything follows 
from these rules. We can always say why something is correct (or incorrect) because we can point to 
which rules it is based on, or what rule it violates. Fashion doesn’t work this way (unfortunately! ). 
Fashion is more like a language where you need a large database of words/styles. Fashion is more 
intuition, more feeling or, for the legit nerds: more like a neural network. It’s like your taste for 
music: sometimes you just like it without good reason. 
 
This intuition model of fashion really helps when you intent to assemble more advanced outfits or 
work with colors. There exist many color guides and guidelines for assembling your outfit but when I 
look at those they frequently contradict eachother (most recently when trying to figure out whether 
to recommend white or black basics for this guide: one guides states that everyone can wear black, 
another states that only non-white people can wear black). Furthermore I frequently see posts of 2 
people wearing the same general colors but due to subtle differences in the colors one does work 
(well) and the other doesn’t work at all.  
 
So although these guides give a good way to talk about colors I think they cannot replace fashion 
sense. In the next paragraphs I’ll give you a couple of ideas to kickstart your fashion sense and to 
start building your database of what works and what doesn’t. Let us start by looking at the birth and 
death of a new trend. 
 
A new trends starts in the head of some fashion designer or celebrity. It is often inspired by some 
part of history, sometimes inspired by nature, and even sometimes by sheer outlandishness or 
originality. At this point it will start appearing in fashion shows or celebrities will start wearing it 
(market penetration: 0.00001%). Fashion forward people in fashion forward places (i.e. New York, 
London, Paris, Milan…) will pick this up and start wearing strongly downtoned versions of what is 
seen in fashion shows (market penetration 0.1-1%, liked by 1%, still disliked by 80%). Then fashion 
magazines (Glamour, Cosmopolitan ,Vogue), celebrities and more common stores (e.g. H&M) will 
start adopting the trend. Finally the trend will slowly creep towards mainstrain acceptance first 
conquering the larger cities (especially with larger population of young people) and moving towards 
the more rural areas. This may take as much time as 2-6 years. Once it reaches the rural areas and 
common dads start wearing it the fashion forward people will look for a new trend which will allow 
them to be fashion forward again. 
 
So in order to develop your fashion sense you need a way to pick up on those trends. There are 3 
ways I think are viable for non-women-non-suit people: i. Once you have a little fashion sense you 
will be able to tell how fashion forward someone is based on item A and B they are wearing, which 
allows you to judge the stage of a trend of article C they are wearing. ii If this all seems too 
complicated for you or you want to do more, you might want to try looking on online forums 
(reddit.com/r/malefashionadvice is a good place to start) and inspiration albums also listed there. 
Personally I would not recommend blogs because these presuppose quite some fashion sense and 
are usually biased to wearing a suit. iii. If you truly are the die-hard nerd you probably already know 
about google trends . 
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Stan Smiths and Wayfarer seem to have had their peak:

 
 
 
 
 
Finally for the sake of completeness: i. expensive or durable fashion items seem to be slower in 
going out of style (i.e. watches), ii. female (mainstream) fashion seems to be faster, slightly more 
extreme and in unisex trends usually precedes men’s fashion (probably because men do not care as 
much...). iii. Fashion minded people will also follow instagram accounts, look at inspiration albums 
(collection of photo’s in a specific theme), watch fashion shows and/or look at pinterest. 
 
4.2 Develop your personal style 

Your appearance is more than showing the world you’ve got good fashion sense. It is a way to 
distinguish yourself and show the world who you want to be. Signaling your personality through your 
clothes to those understanding the signals is way to improve your style and will make it easier to 
meet similar minded people. There are many subtleties in this area but (with help) I figured out a 
couple of general styles and what they signal. For the sake of clarity I will provide the stereotypical 
examples, but reality is more nuanced of course. 
 
4.2.1 Nerd 
Cares most for comfort. No further explanation necessary I guess . 
 
4.2.2 Classic/formal/prep 
Think James Bond on this one. On one hand we have the more classic/formal look: a suit, 
minimalistic in colors, good (expensive) watch, extreme grooming and care for details. This doesn’t 
mean that people with a classic style wear a suit to the beach, but they are always slightly classier 
dressed than other people in the same circumstances.  
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Also in this category is prep (or preppy), prep can be considered ‘casual meets classic’. So polo shirts, 
high quality (long established brands), expansive sunglasses and watch, collared shirts/tie beneath a 
sweater, wearing family heirlooms. So think of what James Bond might wear in his own garden or on 
the beach (of course you wear a watch on the beach! You wear your special beach watch) . What 
you signal is: ‘business professional’, ‘rich yet not flaunting it’, ‘went to a famous (and old) 
university’, ‘my dad is a millionaire’, ‘my mom owns a castle and we play golf every Saturday’, 
‘fashionable’.  
 
People often contrast the classic style with ‘fashion’ where fashion is cyclical and whimsical the 
classic style is timeless. 
 
4.2.3 High Fashion  
The people who consider fashion their hobby or work. For them clothes are pieces of art and every 
detail is a statement and refers to something. Fashion shows are expressions of art. In practice they 
wear many (expansive) designer labels, are the fashion early adopters (or creators). If they are a 
more modest kind of high fashion they will wear a lot of black, if they are the more extreme kind of 
high fashion they will wear eccentric pieces who to the ‘common people’ will look plain weird. 
 
4.2.4 Hipster  
Non-conformist is their most important value. Often young people, politically left, believe in people 
over profit, relaxed, artistic, care about nature (relatively many vegans/vegetarians), like indie rock 
bands, like exploring the world and the spiritual realm, and enjoy going to small (secret) parties on 
exotic locations with other hipsters.  
 
Their values shows in their fashion as follows: they often intentionally lag 5+ years behind, you’re 
supposed to look like you didn’t put much attention to what you are wearing (+beards!) but secretly 
you are allowed to put a lot of time into this, smaller unknown (organic ) brands are good, used 
clothes (called vintage) or really cheap clothes are a plus and finally: any item with a personal story is 
excellent.  
 
4.2.5 Streetwear 
Somewhat similar to hipster as it is also the younger (nonprofessional) demographic. But where 
hipster screams non-conformist, streetwear (should) scream ‘rebellious’.  If you can wear a 
streetwear outfit to work, it is not streetwear (or you have a special kind of job). Streetwear is 
inspired by rappers, ghetto’s, the thug life, skaters, hip-hop. Streetwear outfits can be loud and 
different. Slightly more high-fashion than hipster and brands matter a lot. 
 
The following table gives a rough indication of the differences between hipster and streetwear: 

Hipster Streetwear 

Non-conformist Rebellious 

Nature Urban 

Historic Futuristic 

Artsy Sporty 

Kind/loving More hard-to-get 

Weed Less weed (more alcohol?) 

Look like you spent little effort/money Look like you spend  a lot of effort/money is OK. 

Little known/small brands Brand is important 

 
4.2.6 Casual business  
Although casual business can fit within the ‘formal’ style described above (if people are slightly more 
formally dressed than the other people in the surroundings) there is one in particular which rarely 
belongs to the ‘formal’ style: the dress shirt/OCBD, jeans, semi-formal shoes combination. Because 
this is such a popular style worldwide this signals something different.   
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First I know many girls really like this style. It seems to signal: inoffensive, higher educated, casual 
yet professional. This combined with the ease of use (nearly all OCBD’s will fit all jeans and all semi-
formal shoes) and the prevention of showing sweat stains is probably what explains the popularity of 
this style (even outside business). 
 
Personally I don’t like this style because to me it also signals: boring and low confidence. I believe 
that if someone has no personality whatsoever, they would wear casual business. So if you go for 
this style, make sure you add some personality somewhere: fashionable glasses, a beard, a thumb-
ring, a tie (or anything slightly more formal), a fancy haircut, a non-standard dress shirt, a sweater 
over your dress shirt or colored socks.  
 
Final tip: if you go for this style you might want to consider ordering personally tailored shirts online 
as these are generally good quality, excellent fit and relatively cheap. 
 
4.2.7 Some smaller styles.  
There are some smaller styles which exist but are less often encountered than the styles above, 
these are: 
Techwear: a futuristic subfashion of streetwear. Modern, functional and inspired by the army, 

freerunning and japanese manga (and the movie the matrix!). Usually all black with high end 
clothing. 

Hippies: Are one of the main sources of inspiration of hipsters and are therefore sometimes more 
extreme hipsters. For example where hipsters sometimes pretend not to care about their 
clothing some hippies really don’t. This makes some hippies appear poorly groomed and 
dressed. Another difference for some hippies is that they are more focused on love, peace 
and joy (wearing really colorful clothing and flowers in their hair).  

Goths/emos: embrace the dark-side of life. Inspired by dark movies and melancholic moments. This 
style usually isn’t a fast ticket to making a lot of new friends. 

Ronaldo: Not an official name, but there are a lot of people wearing sportswear and cutting their 
hair like Ronaldo.  

Flirty/Sexy: Hitting the gym a lot and wearing tight basic shirts or sleeveless shirts and let the 
muscles do the talking (guys). Wear short skirts/pants and let the flesh do the talking (girls, 
sexy), wear slightly short dresses (flirty, girls).  

Minimalistic: The name says it all. Often black simple clothes with (optional) a single eye-catching 
item. 

 
4.3 Find the borders of fashionable 

Appearing really fashionable is to look for the border between fashionable and crazy and stay just 
inside. ‘Everyone’ can dress well and safe but only those with an excellent fashion sense know where 
the border is and can dress close to it. 
 
So appearing really fashionable is to transgress some basic ‘rules’ of fashion (like those listed in this 
document) and make it work. Basically doing anything that is hard to get right (and easy to fuck up) 
falls into this category (double denim, monochromatic outfits,  ton-sur-ton color blocking). Also 
taking specific (anti-fashionable) items and make them work in an outfit (a tie in a casual outfit, a 
really over the top coat, bright purple jeans, camouflage pants in a more formal outfit, etc.).  
 
The trick is: the more you transgress rules in a certain area, the more you should hold back on other 
rules. So going overboard with colors might be good, if you ensure fit, texture and accessories etc. 
are really within the ‘rules’. Also at any time in the fashion cycle there seems to be certain areas 
where you are fashionably allowed to transgress. 
 
4.4 Avoid boring 

Sometimes really fashionable people will appear really fashionable to other really fashionable 
people, but just plain boring to others. So if you are also dressing for other people avoid dressing too 
boring (Remember: there are other colors beside black! :P). 
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5. The end 
5.1 What to do when friends resist you changing 
Sometimes friends will point out that you put more effort into your clothes. They might ask you why 
or even might call you vain. Although this will often be said semi-jokingly, just the thought of this 
might make it harder for you to explore your inner fashion sense . Although there is no real 
solution (you will need some guts anyway) there is something you can do. 
 
Well, of course focus on the friends who give you compliments and help you grow.  
 
If someone resists you this might be because they truly don’t care about appearances. They will not 
matter if you look better and are just teasing you. I would recommend laughing with them, return 
the tease and give them a hug. 
 
But sometimes people resisting you will be their insecurity talking. They (secretly) want to get better 
responses from people (women?) take the easy route and convince themselves it is not about 
clothing. You improving your appearances threatens all of this and hence they resist you. This is 
really hard, if you really want to remain friends I think you have two options i. no talking about it 
(they can keep their ideas about clothing) or (preferably) ii. unlock their full potential and show them 
this guide! (or give them some small tips). Once they see a path on how to improve their fashion 
they will be much more inclined to take it. 
 
Good luck on your journey . 
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5.3 Copyright 
None (public domain), do whatever you like with everything in this article . 
 
5.4 Feedback 
Let me know what you think. I will probably update this sometime in the future. Email me at 
feedback@elivian.nl 
 
 
 
 
 
 


